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Class A 6 4 abs 
Special Junior 
1st FERNDEL WATER LILY AR RUBYLEA 
Lovely clean outline and body proportions. She is feminine with substance and good bone. Nice head 
shape and proportions. Dark eye. Excells in neck and shoulder and well angulated front set under 
with tight elbows. Excellent topline and depth and strong arched loin for age. Correct tail set, could 
be carried a fraction higher but not the best ring to settle in, Good feet and moved well keeping 
outline standing and moving  
 
2nd PAMICKS DREAM WITH ME  
She has lovely prorations and a clean outline. Loved her head and expression and beautiful feminine 
chiselled head. Good feet enough depth but still very raw and need to spring a little with maturity. 
She moved steady and held her topline well. Just preferred the substance on the winner but has lots 
to like about her and hopefully will fill out and mature into a lovely bitch  
 
Class B 7 0 abs 
Special Post Graduate 
1st two were excellent typical specimens.  
1st HENIVERUCE KING OF THE BREWERS 
Lovely clean outline. He appears a fraction long but this is not helped by his markings. He is very well 
balanced and constructed and is a very honest dog with no exaggeration. Liked his head which is 
masculine but nicely shaped and proportioned with kind expression with dark eye. Good neck and 
topline and strong powerful rear used on the move. Kept his outline standing and moving. Good 
bone and feet  
 
2nd NYLRIAM THE MOTH CATCHER 
Lovely outline and proportions standing. Exc neck, topline with correct slight arch over loin and exc 
tail set and carriage. She is feminine with substance and has good bone. Feet could be a little tighter. 
Moved very well holding her outline. Just preferred head and expression on 1st but very nice overall 
balance.  
 
3rd MYMMSBROOK MATADOR WITH BYLTHWAY 
 
Class C 
Special Open 13 4 abs 
1st ISFRYN LADY GREY OF GILSTONIA  
 Very nice type honest bitch with no exaggeration. Lovely clean balanced outline with good 
proportions. Feminine head and nice kind and gentle expression. Good topline. She has a very good 
front with tight elbows and moves well but could have a little more strength in her rear but the mats 
made movement difficult to assess. Would like to see her in a big grass ring.  
 
2nd ISFRYN PEEPING TOM 
Very similar in outline and balance. He is masc and powerful with no coarseness in his body and well 
constructed. Excellent topline and powerful mover could just have a little more refinement and detail 
in his head but nice honest dog. Littler brother to winner. Feet could be a little more compact  
 



3rd SH CH FERNDEL HIGH COMMAND AT RUBYLEA 
 
Mark Cocozza 


